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	    Hello, my name is Ashley Phillis and I am Founder/Co-owner with CC Originals. I’m a small-town Mama of three who has a love for fashion. So, with an idea, a plan and a name, we had everything we needed. We launched in November of 2017, and it has been a dream come true. Never did I imagine this business to explode the way that it has and none of it would have happened without all the amazing stylist who has joined what we like to call, family.

	    CC Originals exists to provide a viable opportunity for women and men to create freedom by selling comfortable custom made graphics clothing.  Offering our stylist the independence to set their own pace, schedule and become their own business owners. This creates time to spend with those closest to you, this is the very exact same thing that I wanted and inspired me to start this. To be surrounded by such empowering people and showing the world what happens when you mix empowering people and business together. 


	    Hello, my name is Angela I am Co-Owner of CC Originals. I am a mother of two wonderful girls,  a grandmother of four amazing grandchildren and wife to my best friend for thirty-three years. My love of clothing and shopping made CC  Originals an easy choice for me. I feel I am a professional of both. Today, with everyone’s busy lives and the way shopping has changed so much towards the ease of online shopping, CC Originals for me and my Daughter, Ashley was an easy decision. 
I know since we have opened the company to stylist in November 2017 we have exploded. I never would have thought we would build such an amazing group of people who are now as an extended family. With things moving forward for every woman and man that has joined and will join, we plan on making it an amazing journey to being able to have your own business without having to carry a single product and growing a dream you have for yourself.


	    We are so very pleased to offer CC Originals opportunity to each of you.

	


            
        
        
            
                The CC Originals Stylist Agreement
            

            

                	I understand that as a Stylist for The CC Originals, LLC (“CC”, “CC Originals”, “we” or “our”):
                        	I have the right to offer for sale CC Originals products and services in accordance with these Terms and Conditions.
	I have the right to enroll others as CC Originals Stylist.
	If qualified, I have the right to earn commissions pursuant to the CC Originals Compensation Plan.


	agree to present the CC Originals Pay Plan and CC products and services as set forth per CC Originals to all customers & new enrollees.
	I agree that as a CC Originals Stylist I am an independent contractor, and not an employee, partner, legal representative, or franchisee of CC. I agree that I will be solely responsible for paying all expenses that I incur, including but not limited to travel, food, lodging, secretarial, office, long distance telephone and other business expenses. I UNDERSTAND THAT I SHALL NOT BE TREATED AS AN EMPLOYEE OF CC FOR FEDERAL OR STATE TAX PURPOSES OR FOR ANY OTHER REASON. CC Originals is not responsible for withholding and shall not withhold or deduct from my bonuses and commissions, if any, FICA, or taxes of any kind. I understand that I am not entitled to workers compensation or unemployment security benefits of any kind from CC Originals. 
	I understand that I may cancel my participation in this direct sales program at any time by providing CC Originals with written notice at its principal business address or contacting the Help Line with stylist information.
	Your CC Originals business shall remain in effect so long as you remain in compliance with the terms of the Agreement and meet the requirements of the CC Originals Pay Plan, or until you voluntarily cancel your CC Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, CC Originals reserves the right to terminate all Stylist Agreements upon 30 days’ notice if the Company elects to: (1) cease business operations; (2) dissolve as a business entity; or (3) terminate distribution of its products and/or services via direct selling channels. Stylist may cancel this Agreement at any time, and for any reason, upon written notice to CC Originals at its principal business address.
	In the event of cancellation or termination, I waive all rights I have, including but not limited to property rights, to my former downline organization and to any bonuses, commissions or other remuneration derived through the sales and other activities of my former downline organization.
	I understand that CC Originals can move any stylist (without notice) to a different leg and/or sponsor at the discretion of CC Originals.
	I authorize CC Originals to use my name, photograph, personal story, testimonial, likeness, and/or any material I submit to the company in advertising or promotional materials and waive all claims for remuneration for such use.
	Stylist are paid any commission and bonus via direct deposit via issued debit card once the commission period has closed for the prior period/month if your CC Stylist profile is set up with direct deposit information. CC Originals does not issue checks and if you have not set up your profile as Direct Deposit, then you will the pay will be done on the next pay cycle.
	As a CC Stylist I will uphold the high standards of professionalism expected of CC Originals and diligently market and sell CC products. I further agree to require and monitor those same standards of professionalism with my team. I at all time will conduct myself with honesty, fairness and ethical and professional manner. 
	As a CC Stylist I will continue to actively promote and encourage the growth, cooperation and support of all Stylist, including those outside of my own organization.
	I will provide support and encouragement to my customers to ensure that their experience with CC Originals is a successful and happy experience.
	Note that CC Originals does not hold any credit card information on file (or has even access to that information) - these are entirely with the external payment processors and we do not have access to that information. To stop the recurring payment, you must cancel your auto pay with your credit card/banking company. A subscription cancellation will cancel the (future) automatic annual renewal (recurring payment) but will not affect the current membership for the already paid month, and we are unable to refund portions of the membership fee for "unused" months within the current term.




            
                BECOMING AN INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT 

                As a CC Stylist, you have the opportunity to participate in the Career Plan and be an Independent Stylist. The basic requirements of becoming a CC Stylist are that a Stylist must: 

                	Be at least 18 years of age; 
	Be a citizen or a permanent resident of the U.S. or a citizen of a U.S. Territory or Canada 
	Possess a legitimate Social Security number; 
	May only have one single Consultant account any one time; 
	Sign and submit a Consultant Agreement.

ACTIVE “Active” is defined as any Consultant who maintains a rolling $100 in sales volume (SV) in a three-month calendar period and active website. ($10.00 per month) 

                INACTIVE Any Consultant who does not accumulate at least $100 sales volume (SV) in a rolling three-month period will see his or her status change to “In-Active.” Or does not maintain their active website account ($10.00 per month)

            

        

        

        

        

            
                
                    The CC Originals Privacy Policy:
                

                

                    This privacy notice discloses the privacy practices for Theccoriginals.com. This privacy notice applies solely to information collected by this website.
                

                The CC Originals 

                151 Folsom St NW 

                Warren, Ohio 44483 

                United States 

                Email: [email protected] 

                Phone: 234-806-4628

            


            
                
                    Information Collection, Use and Sharing
                

                CC Originals we are the sole owners of the information collected on this site. We only have access to/collect information that you voluntarily give us. We do not sell or rent this information to anyone.

                We will use this information to respond to you, regarding the order you placed with us or the reason you contacted us. We will not share your information outside of our organization, other that as necessary to fulfill your order, e.g. to ship and order.

                Unless you ask us not to, we may contact you via email in the future to tell you about specials, new products or services, or changes to this privacy policy.

            

            
                
                    Security
                

                We take precautions to protect your information. When you submit sensitive information via the website, your information is protected both online and offline.

                Wherever we collect sensitive information (such as credit card data), that information is encrypted and transmitted to us in a secure way.  You can verify this by looking for a lock icon in the address bar and looking for “https” at the beginning of the address of the Web page.

                While we use encryption to protect sensitive information transmitted online, we also protect your information offline. Only employees who need the information to perform a specific job (for example, billing or customer service) are granted access to personally identifiable information. The computers/servers in which we store personally identifiable information are kept in a secure environment.

            

            
                
                    Orders 
                

                We request information from you on our order form. To buy from us, you must provide contact information (like name and shipping address) and financial information (like credit card number, expiration date). This information is used for billing purposes and to fill your orders. If we have trouble processing an order, we'll use this information to contact you.

            

        

        

        

        
            
                
                    Anti-Spam Policy -- What is spam?
                

                

                    In the context of electronic messaging, spam refers to unsolicited, bulk or indiscriminate messages, typically sent for a commercial purpose. 

                    CC Originals has a zero-tolerance spam policy.
                

            

            
                
                    Automated spam filtering
                

                CC Originals messaging systems automatically scan all incoming email [and other] messages, and filter-out messages that appear to be spam.

            


            
                
                    Problems with spam filtering
                

                No message filtering system is 100% accurate, and from time to time legitimate messages will be filtered-out by CC Originals systems. If you believe this has happened to a message you have sent, please advise the message recipient by another means.

                You can reduce the risk of a message being caught by the spam filters by sending the message in plain text (i.e. no HTML), removing any attachments, and ensuring that your messages are scanned for malware before dispatch.

            


            
                
                    Receipt of unwanted messages
                

                In the unlikely event that you receive any message from [CC Originals] or sent using CC Originals systems that may be considered to be spam, please contact CC Originals using the details below and the matter will be investigated. If it is discovered that members are using the email systems to perform spamming of others their membership will be immediately terminated without refund.

            


            
                
                    Changes to this anti-spam policy
                

                CC Originals may amend this anti-spam policy at any time by publishing a new version on this website.

                Should you have any questions about this anti-spam policy, please contact us at

                CC Originals 

                151 Folsom St NW 

                Warren, Ohio 44483

            


        

        

        
        

            
                
                    The CC Originals Terms and Conditions
                

                
Please read these Terms of Use carefully before using this website.

                By using this website, you agree to these Terms of Use. If you don't agree to these terms, we ask that you not use this website.

                Theccoriginals.com is operated by Theccoriginals.com, Inc. and its affiliates, Our affiliated CC Originals websites are operated jointly by The CC Originals LLC. and the associated Stylist, and include materials provided by the associated Stylist as well as by The CC Originals. We reserve the right to modify, alter or otherwise update these Terms of Use at any time and you agree to be bound by such modifications, alterations or updates. You should visit this page from time to time to review the current terms.

            


            
                
                    WE'RE COMMITTED TO SAFEGUARDING YOUR PRIVACY
                

                We care about data privacy and security. Please review our Privacy Policy: https://myccoriginals.com/privacy-policy.html . By using the Site, you agree to be bound by our Privacy Policy, which is incorporated into these Terms of Use. Please be advised the Site is hosted in the United States.

                How do we protect visitor information?

                	Our website is scanned on a regular basis for security holes and known vulnerabilities in order to make your visit to our site as safe as possible.
	Your personal information is contained behind secured networks and is only accessible by a limited number of persons who have special access rights to such systems and are required to keep the information confidential. In addition, all sensitive/credit information you supply is encrypted via Secure Socket Layer (SSL) technology.
	We implement a variety of security measures when a user places an order enters, submits, or accesses their information to maintain the safety of your personal information.
	All transactions are processed through a gateway provider and are not stored or processed on our servers.

Copyright:

                The Content on The CC Originals website (Images, Graphics, Logo’s, Text) is the property of CC Originals and/or its creators and protected by copyright laws.

            


            
                
                    SUBMISSIONS
                

                We're always pleased to receive your comments and suggestions about CC Originals brand products, this website, and other services we provide.

                However, any information you provide through this website or in response to any content on this site (such as comments, suggestions, ideas, notes, drawings, concepts or other materials or information - "submissions") will be considered non-confidential, and our property.

                CC Originals and its designees may use any submissions without restriction, and are granted without limitation, the worldwide, perpetual, royalty-free, irrevocable right to reproduce, modify, edit, publish, make derivative works from and sell and distribute such submissions in any and all forms and media, now or hereafter discovered, and for CC Originals LLC to license others to do the same.

                If you are a Stylist owner of an account on this website, you are solely responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of your private (username and password).

                We reserve all rights to terminate accounts, edit or remove content from the website and add new content.

            


            
                
                    CC Originals- Stylist Terms & Conditions:
                

                Please read the Stylist terms and conditions carefully before using theccoriginals.com website operated by CC Originals.https://myccoriginals.com/stylist-agreement.html

            



        

        

         
        

        

        

        







 This site is in no way affiliated with or endorsed by specified business. It exists as a compendium of supporting information intended for informational purposes only.
If you want to buy this website, please don't hesitate to contact us via e-mail: denacc977 @ gmail (dot) com or you can find and buy it on Afternic domain auctions.